
New 
Microsoft 365 
product 
innovation

to power

the frontline



Empower frontline workers with the new 

partnership between Zebra Reflexis and 

Microsoft Teams. 



This partnership brings Teams’ digital Walkie Talkie 

functionality onto Zebra hand-held devices with a 

dedicated push-to-talk (PTT) button on a wide 

range of their devices  -- from the rugged take-it 

anywhere TC-series to the ultimate scanning 

device MC-series. 

Concentrate on the 
customer or job

at hand



Enjoy that same intuitive push-to-talk digital 

experience on any employee- or company- 

owned Android, and now, iOS devices like 

iPhones and iPads. 



Say good bye to static and cross talk, and hello to 

easy and secure communciation across the team. 




Over and out



Keep your entire workforce up to 

date on the newest training, policies, 

and general learnings by enabling 

corporate employees to easily assign 

frontline workers learning content 

from partner solutions like SAP 

SuccessFactors, Cornerstone 

OnDemand, and Saba Cloud. 

Assign the right 
learning content



Help frontline workers access 

relevant learning content in the flow 

of work from partners like EdCast 

and OpenSesame.


Make learning 
accessible on 
the frontline



Connect frontline workers to 

company culture, resources and 

tools, and news. New integrations 

with strategic partners like Workday 

and Espressive make accessing 

important resources easier and put 

actions like payroll and HR resources 

in one location. 

Bridge company 
culture to include 
the frontline



Empower workers to spend more time 

on activities that matter to the business, 

and less time trying to cover shifts. 



Zebra Reflexis provides targeted and 

flexible scheduling management and, 

together with Teams, helps to deliver 

optimized scheduling in a consistent and 

flexible manner. 

Cut the

chaos out

of scheduling



Make decisions faster with  

approvals in the flow of work. Now 

workers can manage and request 

Approvals in their line of business 

Power Apps as well as require details 

like mandatory approvals or group 

approvals to make sure approvals, 

and the processes that depend on 

them, run smoothly.

Make 
approvals 
seamless
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